
 
 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 

Agenda Item 5 
Meeting Date: January 27, 2022 

Public Comment From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

nschroeder48@aol.com 
Delta Engage 
Nevertheless he persisted 
Tuesday, December 21, 2021 12:15:31 PM 
Albedo & Heat & Cool 081921.pptx 
Atmos Balances 081921.pptx 
Rad & Exper 081921.pptx 

You don't often get email from nschroeder48@aol.com. Learn why this is important 

Fact 1: Remove the Earth’s atmosphere or even just the GreenHouse Gases and the Earth 
becomes much like the Moon, no water vapor or clouds, no ice or snow, no oceans, no 
vegetation, no 30% albedo becoming a barren rock ball, hot^3 (400 K) on the lit side, cold^3 
(100 K) on the dark. At our distance from the Sun space is hot (394 K) not cold (5 K). 
That’s NOT what the Radiative GreenHouse Effect theory says. 
EVIDENCE: 
RGHE theory “288 K w – 255 K w/o = a 33 C colder ice ball Earth” 255 K assumes w/o keeps 
30% albedo, an assumption akin to criminal fraud. 
Nikolov “Airless Celestial Bodies” 
Kramm “Moon as analog for Earth” 
UCLA Diviner lunar mission data 
Int’l Space Station HVAC design for lit side of 250 F. (ISS web site) 
Astronaut MMU w/ AC and cool water tubing underwear. (Space Discovery Center) 

Fact 2: The GHGs require “extra” energy upwelling from a surface radiating as a black body. 
EVIDENCE: 
Trenberth atmospheric heat balance model (TFK_bams09.pdf (ucar.edu)) and dozens of 
clones. 

Fact 3: Because of the significant non-radiative heat transfer processes of the contiguous 
participating atmospheric molecules the surface cannot upwell “extra” energy as a black body. 
EVIDENCE: 
As demonstrated by experiment, the gold standard of classical science. 
For the experimental write up see: 
https://principia-scientific.org/debunking-the-greenhouse-gas-theory-with-a-boiling-water-pot/ 

CONCLUSION: 
No RGHE, no GHG warming, no CAGW or mankind/CO2 driven climate change. 

Version 1.0 121021 

https://www.cgd.ucar.edu/staff/trenbert/trenberth.papers/TFK_bams09.pdf
https://principia-scientific.org/debunking-the-greenhouse-gas-theory-with-a-boiling-water-pot/

How the  earth actually heats and cools

Why near-Earth space is hot not cold

288 K w/ – 255 K w/o = 33 C cooler – why this equation is rubbish.

Power point slide deck on:

Elliptical Orbit

Lit side/dark side/ToA

Energy from surface to ToA

Tilted Axis







The void of space is not cold, i.e. 3 or 5 K. The edge of space maybe, but not the void. The void of space is not hot. The void of space has no temperature. By definition and application temperature is the comparative kinetic energy of stuff. 0th LoT. The void of space has no stuff and no KE and therefore no temperature.



But the void of space does have energy, radiant energy. How can we evaluate or place a number on that energy?

Simple. Put some stuff in the way.



The Moon, International Space Station, space walking astronauts, the Earth.



At our AVERAGE orbital distance, the incoming solar radiation is about 1,368 W/m^2. Applying the S-B heat radiation equation (W/m^2=sigma * T^4) gives an effective temperature of 394 K, 121 C, 250 F barring extenuating circumstances, e.g. albedo. 0.7 * 1,368 plus S-B = 360 K. 34 C cooler with albedo/atmosphere.



This is verified by:

UCLA Diviner mission measures such a temperature on the lit surface of the moon,

the ISS HVAC engineer who designs the ammonia refrigerant cooling system to deal with a 250 F solar wind,

the air conditioner in the manned maneuvering unit the astronauts no longer use (Too risky.),

the chilled water tubing sewn into the astronaut’s thermal underwear. (Space Discovery Center)

And the Earth.







Mean = (400 + 100)/2 = 250 K

Below freezing, 273 K.

Is the Moon a ball of ice?

Insulate means Q = 1/R A dT

Nikolov, airless cellestial bodies, Kramm U of AK, moon as analog

Remove atmosphere and earth becomes much like moon.







The albedo cools the lit side and the thermal resistance warms the dark.















https://www.diviner.ucla.edu/

All 360 degrees of the lunar surface temperature video clip.  







Albedo, 0%



This represents the temperature distribution of a hemispherical surface under the sun.

Each cell is corrected using the cosine of the angle relative to the axis.

Red is > 100 C, orange is 50 to 100 C, yellow is 0 to 50 C.

The mean is 31.1 C, (max + min)/2 

and the average is 72.55 C, Sum of n/n

Each cells calcs W/m^2, K & C.

Mean = (high+low)/2

Average = sum n/n







Albedo, 30%



Mean is 5.18 C and average is 43.07 C,  29.5 C cooler than 0% albedo.





288 K w/ – 255 K w/o = 33 C cooler

288 K is pulled out of WMO’s butt. See IPCC AR5 Glossary.

The K-T diagram uses 289 K. 

UCLA Diviner mission uses 295 K.



255 K assumes the naked earth keeps the 30 % albedo. 

IMO that assumption is scientific malfeasance if not criminal misrepresentation, i.e fraud.

7.2 Atmospheric Radiation and Earth’s Climate | METEO 300: Fundamentals of Atmospheric Science (psu.edu)



The temperature at the top of the atmosphere is 255 K, which equals –18 oC or 0 oF. It is substantially less than Earth’s average surface temperature of 288 K, which equals 15 oC or 59 oF. This top-of-the-atmosphere temperature is the same as what the Earth’s surface temperature would be if Earth had no atmosphere but had the same albedo. It is clear from these calculations that the atmosphere, modeled with an emissivity (and hence absorptivity) of 1 over all emitted infrared radiation wavelengths, is creating a difference between the temperature at the top of the atmosphere and the temperature at Earth’s surface.

So what would the temperature at Earth’s surface be if there was no atmosphere? Equation [7-2] applies to the no-atmosphere case and hence the Earth with no atmosphere has a surface temperature of 255 K. This temperature is the same as the radiating temperature at the top of our Earth with an atmosphere whose absorptivity (and hence emissivity) is 1 at all emitted infrared radiation wavelengths. The surface would be so cold that any water on it would freeze and stay frozen.    (Not at 394 K!!)

(1,368*.7)/4 = 239 + S-B = 255 K

255-273=-18

288-273=15



Measured ToA = -60 C to – 40 C

Aka 213 K to 233 K NOT 255 K.







The popular atmospheric heat balances, K-T diagram et. al., model the earth as a ball suspended in an averaged bucket of warm poo evenly heated over the entire ToA. This is not at all how the earth actually warms and cools. The attached PowerPoint shows how the atmosphere actually heats and cools. The solar irradiation fluctuations from the elliptical orbit and titled axis and seasons control the weather/climate and overwhelm by hundreds of times the insignificant contributions of GHGs. 













Δ far to near = 91 W/m^2

Elliptical Orbit

















The sun’s irradiation arrives as a parallel beam striking the discular cross section of the earth. A common approach is to take this total 1,368 W/m^2 power flux and “average” it by spreading it evenly over the entire spherical top of the atmosphere, ToA.



A sphere of radius r has four times the area of a disc of radius r so simply divide 1,368 by 4 = 342 W/m^2.



The albedo reflects away about 30% of the incoming solar energy leaving 70% or about 240 W/m^2 to be absorbed ON AVERAGE by the atmosphere and surface. 





240 W/m^2

S-B BB 255 K

342 W/m^2

102 W/m^2

30% albedo







Average Δ far to near = 22.86 W/m^2   Orbital Δ far to near = 91 W/m^2



1750 to 2011 CO2 RF increase = 2 W/m^2 IPCC AR5



IPCC AR5 worst^4 scenario = RCP 8.5 W/m^2 at 1,000 ppm CO2



 CO2’s contribution little more than a rounding error.



Average Orbit

Perihelion (closer)

Aphelion (farther)

Disc area = π * r^2

Spherical area = 4 * π * r^2

ToA evenly heated

suspended in

bucket of 342 W/m^2

poo.





The reality: Earth is heated by the sun only on the lit side while heat returns to space through the atmosphere 24/7 per Q = U A dT until ToA where S-B radiation takes over.







Horizon



North

Pole

South

Pole

Equator

Equinox





1,368 W/m^2

394 K / 121 C / 250 F

Lit Hemisphere Only

ToA Gozintaz = ToA Gozoutaz

240 W/m^2

Entire ToA

24/7

ToA 342 ISR = 102 albedo + 240 ASR / OLR

240 W/m^2

Entire ToA

24/7

240 W/m^2

Entire ToA

24/7

240 W/m^2

Entire ToA

24/7



  

Lit hemisphere heated

by sun = heat returning

 to space  from ToA 24/7.

Surface to ToA

Q = U * A * dT



ToA to space

Q = σ * ε * A * T^4





The heat moving from the ground up through the atmospheric thermal resistance to ToA is a complex mix of conduction, convection, advection, latent heat and radiation all of it influenced by clouds, winds, albedo, vegetation, storms, etc.



To move current through an electrical resistance requires a voltage difference.

To move fluid through a hydraulic resistance requires a pressure difference.

To move energy (heat) through a  thermal resistance requires a temperature difference.





Earth’s core: about 5,800 K

Ground

Line of constant temperature: 

at -30 m about 20 C

Heat Flow

By

Conduction

Surface: 1.5 m above ground

 per IPCC AR5 Glossary

32 km: the end of molecules

No molecules means 100% 

radiation heat flow.

hconv = C*(1/d)^0.2*(1/Tavg)^0.181*(ΔT^0.266)*SQRT(1+1.277*Wind)

Qconv = hconv * A * (Thot – T cold)

Qcond = (k/x aka U) * A *(Thot – Tcold)

For latent heat see psychrometric properties of moist air.

Water vapor adds/subtracts 1,000 Btu/lb - Δ°F

 Qrad = hrad * A *(Thot – Tcold)

hrad = ε * σ  * A * (Thot^4 – Tcold^4)/(Thot-Tcold)

Because of participating media, ε about 0.15. 

Heat Flow

By

Convection

Heat Flow

By

Latent

Heat Flow

By

Radiation

Qrad = ε * σ  * A * T^4





Because of the tilted axis ToA insolation at any given point fluctuates as much as 700 W/m^2. This variation in heating and cooling affects the surface and atmosphere in random, chaotic, non-linear and unpredictable ways.  







ϴ

adj

hyp

cos ϴ = adj / hyp



adj = cos ϴ * hyp

Actual energy entering perpendicular to ToA.

 NOT the simple average 342 or 240.



























Sun heats hemisphere like dome shaped concentric heating element. 

Earth rotates and oscillates beneath it.









ϴ

North Pole

South Pole

Equator

Equinox

Horizon / Ecliptic









ϴ

North Pole

South Pole

Equator

NH Winter Solstice

Horizon / Ecliptic

23.5°
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Equator

NH Summer Solstice

Horizon / Ecliptic

23.5°
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1,311.7 – 610.4 = 701.3 W/m^2

Fluctuation in ToA irradiance and

atmospheric/surface heating

summer to winter.



Orbital Δ = 91 W/m^2             Seasonal Δ = 701 W/m^2



1750 to 2011 CO2 RF incr = 2 W/m^2 (IPCC AR5)

IPCC AR5 worst^4 scenario = RCP 8.5 W/m^2 at 1,000 ppm CO2

Trivial, lost in the natural variations. 





The earth is cooler with the atmosphere/albedo not warmer.



The elliptical orbit, tilted axis and albedo control the atmospheric heat engine.
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The Lunar Thermal Enviroment  


With the exception of Mercury, the Moon has the most extreme surface thermal 


environment of any planetary body in the solar system. At the lunar equator, 


mean surface temperatures reach almost 400K (260.6 ºF) at noon and then 


drop to below 100K ( -279.4 ºF) during the night. For comparison,  the mean 


surface temperature on Earth is a temperate 295K (71.6 ºF).  


  


The Earth and Moon each receive the same flux of solar radiation; the important 


difference is that the Moon doesn't have an atmosphere to insulate its  surface. 


In addition to this the lunar day/night cycle lasts ~1 month (compared to 24 


hours on Earth). Both of these factors are key in producing the extreme range 


of temperatures experienced on the Moon.  


 


https://www.diviner.ucla.edu/science  
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Sun Radius695,700     km


Sun Spherical Area6.082E+12km^2


Luminosity3.846E+26W


Power flux6.323E+07W/m^2


S-B σ5.670E-08W/m^2 - K^4


Surface Temp.5,778.87    K
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Orbital Radius Average1.4960E+08km


Orbital Spherical Area2.8124E+17km^2


Power Flux Average1,368          W/m^2
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Orbital radius perihelion1.471E+08km


Orbital Spherical Area2.7192E+17km^2


Power Flux Closest1,414          W/m^2
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Orbital radius aphelion1.521E+08km


Orbital Spherical Area2.9072E+17km^2


Power Flux Farthest1,323          W/m^2
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Earth radius6,371.00    km


Earth cross sectional area1.2752E+08km^2


Power1.6870E+17W


Earth spherical area5.1006E+14m^2


Spherical power flux330.74       W/m^2
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Earth radius6,371.00    km


Earth cross sectional area1.2752E+08km^2


Power1.8036E+17W


Earth spherical area5.1006E+14m^2


Spherical power flux353.60       W/m^2
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Earth radius6,371.00    km


Earth cross sectional area1.2752E+08km^2


Power1.7438E+17W


Earth spherical area5.1006E+14m^2


Spherical power flux342             W/m^2
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Bookkeeping and Atmospheric Power Flux Balances

Why/how they all create “extra” energy for the GHG warming loop

Kiehl -Trenberth

Bastardi

Percentage based

Stephens 

IPCC AR5

NASA

Schneider







Incoming

ISR discular= 1,368 W/m^2 

ISR ToA average spherical = 1,368/4 = 342 W/m^2

Reflected albedo 342 W/m^2 * .3 = 102.6 W/m^2

Reflected clouds 79 + Reflected surface 23 = 102

Net albedo 342 W/m^2 * .7 = 239.4 W/m^2

Absorbed by atmos 78 + absorbed by surface 161 = 239

Outgoing originating from SUN!

Thermals 17 + Latent 80 + LWIR 63 + 0.9 = 161

SOLAR Balance is closed!!!!



“EXTRA” CALCULATED!

396 W/m^2 is S-B BB 1.0 ε at 16 C, 289 K

396 – 63 = 333 ALL out of nowhere!!!!

This 63 DUPLICATES the solar balance 63!!

CANNOT have TWO of them!

356 - 333 = 23

17 + 80 + 23 + 40 = 160 +78 + 0.9 = 238.9

169 + 30 + 40 = 239

In = Out

ISR & OLR

balanced



Entire RGHE, CO2 warming, man caused climate change sits on this one number.

I say it’s a theoretical “what if”  S-B BB calculation that does not physically exist.

    (TFK_bams09)

Solar 63

Calc 63

63/396 = 0.159 = emissivity







63

LWIR



NOT REAL!

396 – 333 = 63

396 – 40 = 356

356 – 333 = 23 + 40 = 63

REAL

Theoretical “ What if?”

16 C + 273 C = 289 K 

Plus 

S-B = 396 W/m^2

63/396 = 0.16 emissivity







Upwelling 396 W/m^2 is 54 W/m^2 more than the gross 342 that arrived from the sun,

                        157 W/m^2 more than the net 239 after albedo,

                          236 W/m^2 more than the net 160 to the surface.

Rather egregious violations of 1st law conservation of energy.



The up/down/“back” 333 W/m^2 100% efficient loop leaves no energy behind

to warm the atmosphere and leaves no energy behind to warm the surface.

A 100% efficient perpetual energy loop from cold to hot w/o work violates thermodynamics.



The 333 W/m^2 (S-B 277 K, 4 C) downwelling from the cold troposphere, -40 C (ALL directions S-B 167 W/m^2) to  -60 C (ALL directions S-B 117 W/m^2), to the warm, 16 C, surface without the addition of work violates thermodynamics. 

And as noted the -40/-60 C troposphere cannot “back” emit at 333 W/m^2.



Not that it matters since the 396 W/m^2 is a theoretical ideal BB calculation with

ZERO physical reality and removing it from the diagram does not affect balance.

   









Net SOLAR incoming to surface

 160 W/m^2 = MAXIMUM upwelling from surface

Solar Sensible = 17 W/m^2

SOLAR Latent = 80 W/m^2



By difference

SOLAR LWIR = 63 W/m^2

CALCULATED S-B black body surface at 16 C = 396 W/m^2 

333 W/m^2 up/down GHG “extra” energy loop

There is SECOND helping of 63 W/m^2 that literally has 

NO place to go!

Can not have TWO of them!!!

This area is based on 

SOLAR physical realities.

This area is based on a theoretical, “what if” 

calculation with no physical meaning

and one cannot use BOTH!!!







Incoming

ISR discular= 1,368 W/m^2 

ISR ToA average spherical = 1,368/4 = 342 W/m^2



Reflected albedo 342 W/m^2 * .3 = 102.6 W/m^2

Reflected clouds 79 + Reflected surface 23 = 102



Net albedo 342 W/m^2 * .7 = 239.4 W/m^2

Absorbed by atmos 78 + absorbed by surface 161 = 239

Outgoing

Thermals 17 + Latent 80 + LWIR 63 + 0.9 = 160.9

Balance is closed. 



63 W/m^2 is S-B 0.16 ε at 16 C, 289 K



17 + 80 + 23 + 40 + 0.9 = 160 +78 + 0.9 = 238.9



169 + 30 + 40 = 239



ZERO GHG energy loop & ZERO RGHE

   



0









23



Solar 

63

In = Out



ISR & OLR ToA remain in balance.

No 396 W/m^2 up, 

no 333 W/m^2 up/down loop, 

no Radiative Green House Effect, 

no carbon dioxide warming, 

no man caused climate changing.









(By Bastardi)

390 (@15 C) – 324 = 66

The Weaponization of Weather in the Phony Climate War 

Marc Marano

Green Fraud: Why the Green New Deal Is Even Worse than You 

Solar

66

Calc’d

66









How did they write this down and keep a straight face?

Pushing calculator buttons effectively DOUBLED the energy in the system!

116.1 -97.7= 18.4



5.0 + 23.5 + 18.4 = 46.9



97.7% (334) up/down loop out of thin air.







atmospheric balances - Bing images







398 – 345 = 53 (DUPLICATES the solar 53)

These numbers are virtual (fake) originating from a theoretical “What if?” misapplication of the S-B heat radiation for a 16 C surface.

This calculation CREATES 115% MORE energy upwelling than arrived from the sun in the first place.

This GHG recycled energy loop is a form of perpetual motion, does not exist and removing it from the graphic does not adversely impact the balance.

2012_EBupdate_stephens_ngeo1580

165 – 24 – 88 = 53 LWIR

These values are real and originate with the sun.







IPCC AR5 Ch 2

Net/net to surface: 161.0

Imbalance:                -00.6

Evaporation:             -84.0

Sensible:                   -20.0

LWIR by diff:            - 56.4

Balance:                  -161.0

Where  does this come from?

Why the 398-342=56?

DUPLICATES the solar 56.

That spot has already been occupied in the balance above.

398 is the theoretical S-B “What if?” power flux for a surface temperature of 289 K or 16 C.

It is the basis for the surface emissivity: 56.4/398=0.142.

It is not real!



This is ENTIRELY MADE UP!







Net into Surface = 163.3

Out of surface = 18.4+86.4+0.6+57.9

The balance is complete.



 398.2-57.9 (duplicate) =340.6

appearing out of nowhere.

398.2 is a theoretical “what if”

scenario using 16 C plus S-B BB equation

and does not exist.  

GHG 100% efficient perpetual

“extra” energy loop from 

cold to hot w/o work,

Created  out of thin air.







http://www.climateknowledge.org/figures/Rood_Climate_Change_AOSS480_Documents/Kiehl_Trenberth_Radiative_Balance_BAMS_1997.pdfFebkiehl (climateknowledge.org)



http://stephenschneider.stanford.edu/Climate/Climate_Science/EarthsEnergyBalance.html 

Incoming Solar = 342

Minus 30 % albedo, 107 = 235

Minus atmos absob, 67 = 168

LoT 1 - NO MORE than 168 can leave!

Leaving

Solar Thermals = 24

Solar Latent = 78

Solar LWIR by balance = 66

Solar balance is CLOSED!!

EXTRA!!!!!!! calculated

Upwelling LWIR = 390

S-B BB calc for 15 C, 288 K

390 – 66 = 324 up/down loop.

Calc creates second helping of 66.

Up/down violates LoT .

Cold to hot violates LoT.

100% efficient violates LoT.

Perpetual violates LoT.

Surface emissivity = 66/390 = 0.17





The ubiquitous K-T atmospheric heat budget shows 63 W/m^2 LWIR upwelling from the surface.

This value appears TWICE!

Once sourced from the net, net solar energy 161 that arrives at the surface  from the sun. Since it is not shown it must have slipped behind the sofa.

Second as part of the theoretical, “What if?” calculation for a BB at the surface temperature of 16 C used to calculate emissivity, i.e. 63/396=0.16.

When the music stops the solar 63 has a chair in which to sit.

The calc’d 63 does not. 

The 396 has no place on the budget/balance

The greenhouse effect is a fifth-grade math error. 
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Heat Radiation, Non-radiation and Emissivity – Team Players

Radiation and Emissivity

Non-Rad vs “Back” Rad

Modest Experiment 1

Boiling Pot

Black Hod Tub

Demonstrates non-Rad/Rad interplay

Demonstrates IR instrument spoofed to produce non-existent energy 







Transmitted,

i.e. passes through.

30%

Absorbed

20%

Incident,

100%

Reflected.

50%

Emissivity = Absorbed/Incident = 20%



Conduction: 10%

Convection: 10%

Advection: 10%

Latent: 50%

LWIR: 20%

Emissivity = LWIR/Total Emergent = 20%



K-T emissivity theoretical = 63/396 = 16%



K-T emissivity per balance = 63/160 = 39%

Absorbed = Emergent,

20%





K-T diagram

“…the ratio of the radiant energy emitted by a surface…”

63 W/m^2 at 16 C or 289 K

“…to that emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature…”

396 W/m^2 at 16 C or 289 K aka the same temperature

63/396=0.16

Looks to me like it fits the definition like a glove. 

SURFRAD

“…the ratio of the radiant energy emitted by a surface…”

80.2 W/m^2 at 12.8 C or 285.8 K

“…to that emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature…”

A BB emits all the energy it absorbs.

378.4 W/m^2 at 12.8 C or 285.8 K aka the same temperature

80.2/378.4=0.21

Looks to me like it fits the definition just fine. 

Definition of emissivity

: the relative power of a surface to emit heat by radiation : the ratio of the radiant energy emitted by a surface to that emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature 









ALL out

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

ALL out = Cnd + Cnv + Adv + Lat + Rad

ε = Rad / (Cnd + Cnv + Adv + Lat + Rad)

 ε = Rad / ALL out

Advection

Latent



Climate science says these 4 non-radiations are “back” radiation.

Hot Ray

Net Ray

Cold Ray

4 Non-Ray





“It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t matter how smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.” – Richard P. Feynman

“The principle of science, the definition, almost, is the following: The test of all knowledge is experiment. Experiment is the sole judge of scientific “truth.””

Richard P. Feynman, “Six Easy Pieces”





A Modest Experiment in the Classical Style

Heat is energy in motion flowing from a hot/higher energy source to a cold/lower energy sink. A relatively hot surface transfers energy/heat to its surroundings through several processes: conduction, convection, enhanced convection or advection, latent and radiative processes. The greater the number of these modes and the more effective those modes the lower will be the surface’s operating temperature and share of radiation.

Emissivity is the ratio of the actual radiative heat emitted by a surface to the S-B BB ideal radiation based on total input to the system. As radiation’s share of the total heat transfer processes decreases so does its emissivity. 

If half of the incoming radiation to a surface is reflected or passed through the maximum emissivity will be 0.5

If half of the outgoing energy leaving an opaque surface is handled by non-radiative processes radiative emissivity will be 0.5.





Experimental procedure

A 125 W electric heating element is operated in open air and its surface temperature recorded. A wattmeter measures the input power.

A small biscuit fan blows air across the heating element and the temperature recorded.

A water spray bottle is used to wet the heating element and the temperature recorded.

The heating element is placed inside a one cubic foot steel box to inhibit convection and temperature recorded.

A vacuum is pulled on the steel box to remove molecules leaving radiation as the only heat transfer mode and the element’s surface temperature recorded. (elevation 6,300 feet, Baro P 24 “Hga)







		Heater Specs		

		125.0		W

		426.5		Btu/h

		1.50		in

		3.75		in

		0.25		in

		11.3		faces, in^2

		2.6		rim, in^2

		13.9		in^2

		8.95E-03		m^2

		1.396E+04		W/m^2

		S-B theoretical BB Temperature		

		704.5		K

		431.5		C

		808.6		F













		http://www.altitude.org/air_pressure.php		

		At 6300ft, the standard barometric pressure is 81 kPa (610 mmHg). This means that there is 80% of the oxygen available at sea level.		

		millimeter of mercury [0 °C] = 0.039 37 inch of mercury [0 °C]		"Hga

				24.02













































Open

Open

Fan

Fan

Mist

Sealed

Sealed

Vacuum

W/m^2 = Radiative W/m^2 + Conductive W/m^2 + Convective W/m^2 + Latent W/m^2



Emissivity = Radiative W/m^2 / (Radiative W/m^2 + Conductive W/m^2 + Convective W/m^2 + Latent W/m^2)



In a vacuum (Conductive W/m^2 + Convective W/m^2 + Latent W/m^2) = zero and emissivity = 1.0





Conclusion

This experiment demonstrates conclusively that the emissivity of radiative heat transfer is heavily dependent on the various modes of heat transfer. In a situation where a surface transfers heat into a contiguous participating media through the various modes, actual emissivity of the radiative heat transfer will reflect its respective and smaller contribution. For the K-T diagram 63/160 = 39.4%.

Assuming an S-B BB emissivity of 1.0 for the earth’s surface and an average temperature of 16 C / 289 K to calculate an upwelling LWIR power flux of 396 W/m^2 is simply not supported by physical evidence. In line with the results demonstrated in this experiment and the values on the K-T power flux balance diagram, earth’s theoretical surface radiative emissivity is about 0.16, 63/396.

Without an up/down/”back” radiating loop the radiative greenhouse effect theory fails. When RGHE theory fails, so does the concept of man-caused climate change.









These are the theoretical BB power flux calculated per S-B based on temperature and assumed 1.0 emissivity and are not real.



As measurements they are incorrect because they assume 1.0 emissivity.

Trenberth, K. E., J. T. Fasullo, and J. Kiehl, 2009: Earth's global energy budget. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 90, No. 3, 311-324, doi: 10.1175/2008BAMS2634.1 [PDF]









These are the theoretical BB power flux calculated per S-B based on temperature and assumed 1.0 emissivity and are not real.



As measurements they are incorrect because they assume 1.0 emissivity.



They assume the surface radiates as a BB. That is wrong.

Trenberth, K. E., J. T. Fasullo, and J. Kiehl, 2009: Earth's global energy budget. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 90, No. 3, 311-324, doi: 10.1175/2008BAMS2634.1 [PDF]





“Although we are primarily interested in the global mean energy budget in this paper, it is desirable to assess and account for rectification effects. For example, in KT97, we used a single column model constrained by observations, to represent the average fluxes in the atmosphere. We compared results at TOA with those from the NCAR CCM3 and found good agreement, so that the spatial structure was accounted for. At the surface, the outgoing radiation was computed for blackbody emission at 15°C using the Stefan–Boltzmann law

R = εσT4, (1) where the emissivity ε was set to 1.”



TFK_bams09

THIS IS WRONG!!!!





Boiling Pot

The point of this second experiment is to demonstrate that a surface with multiple outgoing heat transfer pathways cannot radiate as a BB. Just as reflected, transmitted, absorbed incoming radiation must equal 1.0, the outgoing radiative and non-radiative heat transfer processes must equal 1.0. Radiation does not function independently from the non-radiative processes.

The immersion heater is feeding 1,180 W of power into the insulated pot of water which is boiling at an equilibrium temperature of 200 °F. (6,300 feet) The only significant pathway for energy out of this system is through the water’s surface.

Any surface at 200 °F radiates at 1,021 W/m^2. This is 2.38% of the 42,800 W/m^2 power input to the system. That means 97.6% of the power input is carried away by non-radiative heat transfer processes, i.e. conduction, convection and evaporation.

Likewise, the significant non-radiative heat transfer processes of the atmospheric molecules render the 396 W/m^2 LWIR radiation upwelling from the surface impossible.

No 396 W/m^2 upwelling BB LWIR means there is 

No energy to power the 333 W/m^2 GHG out-of-nowhere perpetual energy loop, 

No energy for the CO2/GHGs to “trap” or absorb and re-radiate “warming” the atmosphere/surface,

No RGHE or 33 C warmer and

No man-caused climate change.







Just as reflected, transmitted, absorbed radiation must equal 1.0 the leaving radiative and non-radiative heat transfer processes must equal 1.0. Radiation does not function independently from the non-radiative processes.











Black Hod Tub

The purpose of this little experiment is to demonstrate: 1) configuration of the IR thermometer/instrument can easily create temperature/power flux readings where none exist and 2) radiative heat transfer from a surface is not independent from the non-radiative processes.



One:

Emissivity is the ratio between the radiative energy leaving and ALL the energy leaving the surface. ALL is the sum of (conduction+convection+advection (wind)+latent (condensation & evaporation) and radiation) = ALL.

Emissivity = Radiation/ALL

When the instrument is set at an emissivity, say 0.4, it believes that what it sees is 40% of ALL, i.e. sees = 0.4 * ALL. A temperature and power flux consistent with the calculated ALL is then displayed which is much higher than the observed T/C/power flux reading.

The assumed surface temperature of 16 C, 289 K is inserted in the S-B equation assuming an emissivity of 1.0 to get a result of 396 W/m^2. The assumption of 1.0 is incorrect. Actual radiation from the balance is 63 W/m^2 for an emissivity of 63/396=0.16.

This explains how IR instruments read “extra” upwelling and downwelling LWIR values that defy both reality and physics.

These IR instruments are also not independent measurements because it appears from USCRN data they are adjusted to match surface temperatures which are measured, per WMO, 1.5 m above the ground and not the ground per se.



Two:

The fan reduces the surface temperature by about 20 F and radiation decreases as well. This is why ideal BB LWIR upwelling “extra” energy from the surface is not possible especially over the oceans where non-radiative heat transfer processes are the major heat transfer modes.



There are those who claim to measure the up/down, trapped/”back” radiated energy of the GHGs. I have explained and demonstrated how that energy cannot exist without violating the conservation of energy laws. Their extraordinary claim demanding extraordinary evidence is in their court not mine.





















Consider a pot of distilled water and ice slurry. Distilled because dissolved minerals can affect the result just like atmospheric molecules mess up LWIR BB.

WE! define this to be 0 C or 32 F.

Consider a pot of distilled water heated to a rolling boil. Water’s phase change occurs at a constant temperature.

WE! define this as 100 C or 212 F.

WE! then divide the space between into 100 Celsius degrees or 180 Fahrenheit degrees.

 

Place a mercury in glass thermometer and/or T/C in the icy water and wait for equilibrium of their KE. Etch a line on the tube or adjust the T/C display for 0 C or 32 F.

Place a mercury in glass thermometer and/or T/C in the boiling water and wait for equilibrium of their KE. Etch a line on the tube or adjust the T/C display for 100 C or 212 F.

According to LoT 0 if the pot and thermometer have the same KE/temp and the pot and T/C have the same KE/temp than the thermometer and T/C have the same KE/temp.

This is the foundation of measuring temperatures.

A technician points an IR instrument towards a 273 K / 0 C calibration source and adjusts the display to read 273 K / 0 C. 

A technician points an IR instrument towards a 373 K / 100 C calibration source and adjusts the display to read 373 K / 100 C.

In both cases the power flux  is adjusted ASSUMING the source is a BB, i.e. 314.9 W/m^2 @ 0 C, 1,097 W/m^2 at 100 C, 390 W/m^2 at 15 C, 395.6 at 16 C.



THIS IS WRONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



As I have explained and demonstrated by experiment because of the non-radiative heat transfer processes of a contiguous participating media, i.e. air/atmosphere, that BB assumption is VOIDED!!!!

An IR instrument pointed at the Earth’s  surface should have an emissivity setting of .16 to yield 62.4 W/m^2 at 15 C or 63.3 W/m^2 at 16 C. 



The W/m^2 of the source should be measured and compared to the W/m^2 at the measured surface temperature. This will calculate the appropriate emissivity, i.e.  W/m^2 measured / W/m^2 input =  emissivity.







Calibration source: ice/water slurry = 0 C or 32 F. Assumed BB



Calibration source: boiling water = 100 C or 212 F. Assumed BB.









“Tweaked” to display 0 C and/or 32 F.

“Tweaked” to display corresponding S-B BB value.

“Tweaked” to display 100 C and/or 212 F.

“Tweaked” to display corresponding S-B BB value.





The earth is cooler with the atmosphere not warmer.



The GHGs require “extra” energy upwelling from the surface radiating as a black body.



As demonstrated by experiment such is not possible.



No greenhouse effect, no GHG warming, no man caused climate change or global warming.
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WattsVacuum
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PointHeater, KS-B W/m^2Electrical W/m^2Emissivity


1519.11         


4,117.41       13,964.0                    0.29             


2587.44         


6,752.28       13,740.6                    0.49             


3615.78         


8,152.28       13,740.6                    0.59             


4624.67         


8,633.29       13,852.3                    0.62             


5628.00         


8,819.05       13,740.6                    0.64             


6628.56         


8,850.29       13,740.6                    0.64             


7628.56         


8,850.29       13,852.3                    0.64             


8628.56         


8,850.29       13,740.6                    0.64             


9529.11         


4,443.96       13,740.6                    0.32             


10511.89         


3,893.01       13,740.6                    0.28             


11509.11         


3,809.20       13,740.6                    0.28             


12506.89         


3,743.12       13,740.6                    0.27             


13366.33         


1,021.15       13,740.6                    0.07             


14482.44         


3,071.65       13,628.9                    0.23             


15500.22         


3,550.05       13,740.6                    0.26             


16506.89         


3,743.12       13,964.0                    0.27             


17506.89         


3,743.12       13,740.6                    0.27             


18601.89         


7,441.29       13,740.6                    0.54             


19621.33         


8,450.49       13,740.6                    0.62             


20627.44         


8,787.88       13,740.6                    0.64             


21629.11         


8,881.63       13,852.3                    0.64             


22631.33         


9,007.78       13,852.3                    0.65             


23631.89         


9,039.53       13,852.3                    0.65             


24
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25


26645.78         


9,860.87       13,852.3                    0.71             


27


653.56             10,344.59     13,852.3                    0.75             


28


656.33             10,521.58     13,740.6                    0.77             


29


658.56             10,664.80     13,852.3                    0.77             


30


658.56             10,664.80     13,517.1                    0.79             


31


659.67             10,736.96     13,628.9                    0.79             


32


660.22             10,773.17     13,517.1                    0.80             


33


34


661.33             10,845.88     13,852.3                    0.78             


35


660.78             10,809.48     13,517.1                    0.80             


36


690.78             12,910.30     13,182.0                    0.98             


37


703.56             13,892.38     12,846.9                    1.08             


38


711.33             14,516.96     13,293.7                    1.09             


39


714.67             14,790.99     12,958.6                    1.14             


40


698.00             13,458.75     13,293.7                    1.01             


41


679.67             12,099.49     13,852.3                    0.87             


42


669.67             11,402.96     13,517.1                    0.84             


43


668.00             11,289.87     13,852.3                    0.82             


44


669.67             11,402.96     13,293.7                    0.86             


45


666.33             11,177.62     13,517.1                    0.83             


46


669.67             11,402.96     13,852.3                    0.82             


47


48
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Power1,180W


Pot Diameter7.375in


Pot Diameter187mm


Pot Diameter0.1873m


Surface Area0.0276m^2


Gross Power Flux42,815W/m^2


Assumed Emissivity0.97emissivity


Net Power Flux41,531.00W/m^2


Expected BB Temperature925°K


Expected BB Temperature652°C


Expected BB Temperature1,206


°F


Boiling Point200.0°F


Boiling Point93.33          °C


Boiling Point366.33       °K


Radiative Power Flux1,021.15    W/m^2


Actual/input = emissivity0.0238       


Non-radiative processes0.9762       


Non-radiative power flux40,509.85 W/m^2
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RunFKW/m^2εFKW/m^2


6132.00                           328.56 660.72 0.95 135330.22 674.23     102.0%


7132.00                           328.56 660.72 0.80 144335.22 716.00     108.4%


8133.00                           329.11 665.20 0.60 157.5342.72 782.26     117.6%


9132.00                           328.56 660.72 0.40 190360.78 960.60     145.4%


10131.00                           328.00 656.26 0.20 259.9399.61 1,445.88 220.3%


132.00                           


Type K T/C, Fan OffKlein IR Thermometer
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RunFKW/m^2εFKW/m^2


Type K T/C, Fan On


11116.00                           319.67 592.07 0.95 109.6316.11 566.16     95.6%


12114.00                           318.56 583.88 0.80 110.7316.72 570.55     97.7%


13113.00                           318.00 579.82 0.60 116.6320.00 594.54     102.5%


14112.00                           317.44 575.78 0.40 133329.11 665.20     115.5%


15112.00                           317.44 575.78 0.20 166.5347.72 828.92     144.0%


113.40                           


Klein IR Thermometer
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